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Analysis of resequencing in downloads
Yoav Nebaty and Moshe Sidin,z
Electrical Engineering Department Technion, Haifa 32000, Israel

SUMMARY
Recent studies indicate that out-of-order arrival of data packets during downloads of resources is not
pathological network behaviour (ACM/IEEE Trans. Networking 1999; 7(6):789). Though this situation is
most intuitive when packets of the same resource arrive in parallel from several sources, it turns out that
this phenomenon may also occur in the single source scenario. Knowledge regarding the expected
reordering needed is important both for being able to decide on the size of the resequencing buﬀer needed,
and to estimate the burstiness in arrival of data to the application. In this study we present a method to
calculate the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities for the single source scenario, and a study of the
resequencing buﬀer occupancy for the two source scenario, where arrival from each of the sources is in
order. Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Text ﬁles, pictures, web pages and similar resources are often available at several sites in the
network. A user that needs such a resource, say a ﬁle, may open several connections to some of
the sites available and receive all the required data via the connections opened.
The simple, most common approach to obtain a resource in today’s networks is to open a
single connection to one of the available sources and receive all the required data via this single
connection. When this method is used, the common practice is that the web site fragments the
ﬁle into data packets, and starts transmitting the packets of the resource, after assigning
consecutive integers to them. When a packet arrives at the destination, it is decoded and
delivered to the application only if all the preceding packets have been received. Otherwise, it is
stored in a resequencing buﬀer, waiting for all its predecessors to arrive. Though a simple model
for the single connection situation may be a simple FIFO link, resulting in in-order arrivals only,
this model turns out to be unrealistic. Indeed, out-of-order arrivals occur, even when a simple,
single TCP connection is used [1]. This is mainly due to local parallelism in the network
(i.e. multi-input switch), as well as packet losses and more global parallelism (i.e. packets being
routed via diﬀerent links).
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When connections are opened to several sources, out-of-order arrivals are much more
intuitive. Regardless of the scheme used to decide on the data portions to be transmitted by
every source and the transmission timing, out-of-order arrival of data is unavoidable, due to the
random delay packets experience on their route to the destination.
Out-of-order arrival of data packets to the destination result in many unfavourable
consequences including large resequencing buﬀer demands and re-ordering, resulting in an
unregulated ﬂow of data to the application at the destination [2]. When unicast TCP is used, the
occurring of reordering may result in unfavourable consequences, including self-reinforcingly
poor performance [1].
This paper analyses the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities for several download
scenarios. Having the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities may allow us to determine
the buﬀer size that may be needed in speciﬁc download scenarios. Moreover, the resequencing
buﬀer occupancy is highly correlated to the amount of out-of-order arrivals. Therefore, it can be
used to indicate how severe is the burstiness in arrival of data to the application, and the
expected degradation in TCP performance due to the out-of-order arrivals.
In this paper we consider two diﬀerent download models. The ﬁrst is the single source case, in
which a new packet is transmitted every time unit, where each packet is delayed randomly and
the delay of packets correspond to an arbitrary distribution function. The second model
considered is a two source scenario, where the inter-arrival time of packets from each of the
sources is exponentially distributed. Other models for analysing the resequencing buﬀer
occupancy can be found in Reference [3].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present an analysis of the
resequencing buﬀer occupancy, receiving data from a single source. A recursive method to
derive the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities and a closed form solution for the
average buﬀer occupancy are introduced. Numerical results for several delay distributions
are also presented. Section 3 contains the analysis of the resequencing buﬀer occupancy for
a two data source scenario. A closed form solution for the probability not to reach an overﬂow,
while receiving data packets of a resource, having limited resequencing buﬀer space is
introduced. Numerical examples are also presented. Finally, Section 4 contains our summary
and future work.

2. RESEQUENCING BUFFER OCCUPANCY, RECEIVING DATA
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
2.1. The model
In many networking situations data packets sent by a single source are assigned consecutive
integers before being sent to their destination. The receiver at the destination delivers packets to
the application only in sequence, thus, a received packet is delivered only if all its preceding
packets have been received. Otherwise, the received packet is stored in a resequencing buﬀer,
waiting for all its preceding packets to arrive, and only then it is delivered to the application.
Whenever a packet is delivered, the next packet in sequence is delivered immediately if it is
already stored in the resequencing buﬀer.
The system considered consists of a source, sending a new packet every time unit. Packets are
assigned consecutive integers. Every sent packet experiences a random delay. We assume that
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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for each packet sent arrival is possible every D time units and the maximal possible delay is K  D
time units, i.e. the delay of each packet is d  D; ð14d4KÞ: The probability distribution
function of d is Fd ðiÞ; i.e. pðd4iÞ ¼ Fd ðiÞ; independent of the delay of other packets.
Due to the random delay, packets may arrive at the destination in a diﬀerent order than they
were sent. Consequently, the occupancy of the resequencing buﬀer will be random. Our goal is
to determine the occupancy probabilities for this buﬀer. Having the probability distribution of
the buﬀer occupancy enables provision of the necessary buﬀer space at the receiver to keep
potential overﬂows under a speciﬁc threshold.
2.2. Resequencing buﬀer occupancy for D ¼ 1
To facilitate the presentation, we begin the analysis with D ¼ 1: Without loss of generality we
can assume that the integer assigned to every sent packet is the time it was sent, since a new
packet is sent every time unit.
We denote the probability of having m packets in the resequencing buﬀer at time t by P t ðmÞ;
and the steady-state probability of having m packets in the resequencing buﬀer by P ðmÞ:
Deﬁnition
The minimal valued packet at time t ðmvpt Þ is the packet that was assigned the lowest integer
among the packets that have not arrived at the destination’s receiver till time t [4].
Deﬁnition
Dm is the elapsed time since the mvp at time t (mvpt ) was sent, i.e. Dm ¼ t  mvpt ; where Dm is
updated every time unit.
From the deﬁnition of mvpt we notice that none of the packets sent before mvpt are stored in
the resequencing buﬀer. Noticing that, since the maximum delay any packet may experience
is K; mvpt is one of the K  1 most recently sent packets or t; if all packets sent before time t
arrive till time t:
From the above we conclude:
(1) The maximum possible occupancy of the resequencing buﬀer is K  2; since all packets
stored in the resequencing buﬀer were sent after the mvp:
(2) The occupancy of the resequencing buﬀer at time t depends only on the delay of the K  1
most recently sent packets, and since these are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.),
its probability distribution is the same for any t given that there were at least K  1
packets sent before time t: Therefore, if we assume, without loss of generality, that the
ﬁrst packet is sent at time 0; the buﬀer reaches its steady-state at time K  1 and
the steady state probability to have m packets in the resequencing buﬀer, P ðmÞ; is equal to
the probability to have buﬀer occupancy m at time t; P t ðmÞ; for any t5K  1:
(3) Since mvpt 5t  K þ 1 and Dm ¼ t  mvpt ; we have: Dm 4K  1:
The probability that Dm ¼ k is the same for any t5K  1 since Dm is determined by mvpt
which depends only on the delays of the K  1 most recently sent packets, which are i.i.d.
Therefore, we can deﬁne Qk to be the probability that Dm ¼ k in steady-state, i.e. Qk is the
probability that Dm ¼ k for t5K  1: The probability that Dm ¼ k for k4K  1; t5K  1 is the
probability that the mvp at time t is t  k; since mvpt ¼ t  Dm : Therefore, Dm ¼ k if and only if
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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all packets sent
Q before time t  k arrive at the destination’s receiver till time t (this occurs with
probability Kj¼kþ1 Fd ð jÞ), and the packet sent at time t  k does not arrive till time t (this occurs
with probability Rd ðkÞ  1  Fd ðkÞ). Therefore, for 04k4K  1; t5K  1
Qk ¼ PrðDm ¼ kÞ ¼ Rd ðkÞ

K
Y

Fd ð jÞ

ð1Þ

j¼kþ1

In order to calculate P ðmÞ for m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; K  2 we shall calculate P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ for t5K  1
and use the total probability theorem for unconditioning.
We begin our calculation by calculating P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞ; 04k4K  1:
For k ¼ 0 or k ¼ 1 there are no packets that were sent after mvpt : Therefore,
P t ð0 j Dm ¼ 0Þ ¼ P t ð0 j Dm ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1

ð2Þ

for 24k4K  1 we have
P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼

k 1
Y

Rd ð jÞ

ð3Þ

j¼1

Only packets sent after mvpt may be stored in the resequencing buﬀer, consequently
P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼ 0

k4m4K  2

ð4Þ
t

Using the probabilities above in the following theorem we can derive P ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ for 05m
4K  2; t5K  1:
Theorem 2.1
The probability of having m packets in the resequencing buﬀer at time t; t5K  1; given that
Dm ¼ k; can be calculated recursively for 14m5k using
P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼ Fd ðk  1ÞP t ðm  1 j Dm ¼ k  1Þ þ Rd ðk  1ÞP t ðm j Dm ¼ k  1Þ

ð5Þ

Proof
The probability of having m packets in the resequencing buﬀer at time t; t5K  1; given that
Dm is k is the probability that exactly m of packets t  k þ 1; t  k þ 2; . . . ; t  1 arrive at the
destination’s receiver before time t: Therefore P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ is simply the probability of
receiving exactly m of the k  1 most recently sent packets.
The probability of receiving exactly m of the k  1 most recently sent packets is equal to the
probability of receiving exactly m  1 of the k  2 most recently sent packets (i.e.
P t ðm  1 j Dm ¼ k  1Þ), and receiving packet t  k þ 1 before time t (occurs with probability
Fd ðk  1Þ) plus the probability of receiving exactly m of the k  2 most recently sent packets (i.e.
P t ðm j Dm ¼ k  1Þ), and not receiving packet t  k þ 1 before time t (occurs with probability
Rd ðk  1Þ). From the above, (5) results immediately, and the proof is completed.
&
In order to calculate P ð0Þ we use the total probability theorem to uncondition P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞ:
Using (1)–(3) for all possible values of k (04k4K  1) we have
""
#
#
K 1
K 1
K
k
Y
Y
X
X
P ð0Þ ¼
P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞQk ¼ Q0 þ Q1 þ
Fd ð jÞ
Rd ð jÞ
k¼0

Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Similarly, we calculate P ðmÞ; 14m4K  2 using (1), (4) and (5) for all m þ 14k4K  1 (since
m4k  1) we have
P ðmÞ ¼

K 1
X

P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞQk ¼

k¼mþ1

K 1 
X
½Fd ðk  1ÞP t ðm  1 j Dm ¼ k  1Þ
k¼mþ1

þ Rd ðk  1ÞP t ðm j Dm ¼ k  1ÞRd ðkÞ

K
Y

#
Fd ð jÞ

ð6Þ

j¼kþ1

2.3. Resequencing buﬀer occupancy for D > 1
It may be useful to have a solution for the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probability when
D > 1: This situation may represent a model of a single source, sending packets with a constant
round-trip time and a positive probability of being erroneous. If the probability of error is
independent of the number of times the packet was sent, d is geometrically distributed and can
be approximated by a distribution with a ﬁnite support, though the exact distribution is inﬁnite.
Anyway, in case special measures are taken upon retransmitting, the probability distribution of
d may be of any general type.
A similar recursion can be used to calculate the resequencing buﬀer occupancy for D52:
Given the probability distribution function of d; Fd ðiÞ; and D; we could use the same method
we used to derive the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probability for D ¼ 1 if we substitute Fd ðiÞ
by Gd ðiÞ where
  
i
Gd ðiÞ ¼ Fd
04i4K  D
D
Yet, due to the diﬀerent nature of the problem, we bring the direct calculation for the
probability distribution of the buﬀer occupancy for this situation.
Now, the probability that a packet sent k time units before t will not arrive at the destination’s
receiver till time t is Rd ð bk=DcÞ: Thus, for D  14k4K  D  1; (1) becomes
  DK1
  
Y
k
j
Qk ¼ P ðDm ¼ kÞ ¼ Rd
Fd
ð7Þ
D j¼kþ1
D
The maximum buﬀer occupancy, given that Dm ¼ k is k  D since the packets that may be
received till time t are: t  k þ 1; t  k þ 2; . . . ; t  D: The maximum for Dm is K  D  1; thus, the
maximum possible buﬀer occupancy is DðK  1Þ  1: For similar reasons to those mentioned for
the case D ¼ 1; steady-state is reached at time t ¼ K  D  1:
Now, P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼ 1 for k ¼ D  1 and for k ¼ D since no packets that were sent after the
mvp could possibly arrive at the destination’s receiver till time t: For m ¼ 0; D5k4K  D  1
we now have
 
k1
Y
j
P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼
Rd
ð8Þ
D
j¼D
We also have P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼ 0 for m > k  D; since only packets sent after mvpt and before
time t  D þ 1 may be stored in the resequencing buﬀer. For 05m4k  D; (5) becomes




k1
k1
t
t
P ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ ¼ Fd
P ðm  1 j Dm ¼ k  1Þ þ Rd
P t ðm j Dm ¼ k  1Þ ð9Þ
D
D
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Using the probabilities above in (9) we can derive P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ for 14m4DðK  1Þ  1;
t5K  D  1: In order to calculate P ðmÞ we calculate P ð0Þ using (7) and (8) in the total probability
theorem where D  14k4K  D  1
P ð0Þ ¼

KD1
X

P t ð0 j Dm ¼ kÞQk

k¼D1

and then calculate P ðmÞ for 14m4DðK  1Þ  1 recursively, using (7) and(9), where m þ D4k4
K  D  1 (since m4k  D)
P ðmÞ ¼

KD1
X

P t ðm j Dm ¼ kÞQk

k¼Dþm

2.4. The average buﬀer occupancy
Using (5) we can derive the average buﬀer occupancy. Denoting Fd ðk  1Þ by qk and P t
ðm j Dm ¼ kÞ by P ðm j kÞ; for 14m5k where k4K  1; (5) becomes
P ðm j kÞ ¼ qk P ðm  1 j k  1Þ þ ð1  qk ÞP ðm j k  1Þ
The conditional expected value of m given k; 24k4K  1; is
Eðm j kÞ ¼

k 1
X

mP ðm j kÞ ¼

m¼1

¼ qk

k1
X

m½qk P ðm  1 j k  1Þ þ ð1  qk ÞP ðm j k  1Þ

m¼1

k1
X

ðm  1ÞP ðm  1 j k  1Þ þ qk

m¼1

þ

k 1
X

k1
X

P ðm  1 j k  1Þ

m¼1

mP ðm j k  1Þ  qk

m¼1

k 1
X

mP ðm j k  1Þ

m¼1

¼ qk Eðm j k  1Þ þ qk þ Eðm j k  1Þ  qk Eðm j k  1Þ ¼ qk þ Eðm j k  1Þ
Using the above recursively, starting with Eðm j 1Þ ¼ 0 we have
Eðm j 2Þ ¼ Fd ð1Þ
Eðm j 3Þ ¼ Fd ð1Þ þ Fd ð2Þ
thus, for k; 24k4K  1
Eðm j kÞ ¼

k1
X

Fd ðiÞ

ð10Þ

i¼1

Consequently, the average resequencing buﬀer occupancy is given by
"
#
K 1
K 1
K
k 1
X
X
X
Y
EðmÞ ¼ EðEðm j kÞÞ ¼
Qk Eðm j kÞ ¼
Rd ðkÞ
Fd ð jÞ
Fd ðiÞ
k¼0

k¼2

For instance, if we assume a bi-modal delay model where
(
p1 14i4K  1
Fd ðiÞ ¼
1
i¼K
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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then using (11), after some algebra, we obtain (see Appendix A for details)
EðmÞ ¼ p1 ðK  1Þ 

p1  p1K
1  p1

Similarly, for a uniform delay model
Fd ðiÞ ¼

i
K

04i4K

we obtain (see Appendix B for details)
EðmÞ ¼

K1
X
K!
K k ðK  kÞ
2  K Kþ2 k¼2 ðk  2Þ!

2.5. Numerical results
Figures 1–3 illustrate the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities for several delay models.
Consider a transmission scenario where every transmitted packet has a probability p1 to
arrive within a time unit, and if the packet does not arrive in a single time unit, it is guaranteed
to arrive after exactly K time units (e.g. QoS guarantee). This scenario is modelled by a bi-modal
delay distribution as in (12).
Figure 1 shows the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities for bi-modal delay distributions,
with diﬀerent values of p1 (in all cases p100 ¼ 1  p1 ). As p1 gets closer to 1 the probability of
having no packets stored in the resequencing buﬀer increases, and the probability distribution,
given that the occupancy is not 0; becomes close to uniform. We can explain this phenomenon

0.14
p1=0.99 , p100 =0.01
p1=0.98 , p100 =0.02
p1=0.97 , p100 =0.03
p1=0.96 , p100 =0.04
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Figure 1. Resequencing buﬀer occupancy distributions for bi-modal delay models.
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Figure 2. Resequencing buﬀer occupancy distributions for geometrical delay models,
for several values of D:
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Figure 3. Resequencing buﬀer occupancy distributions for uniform, bi-modal and
geometrical delay models.

through investigating the delay of the mvp: The delay of the mvp in all cases is 100 time units,
unless all 100 last transmitted packets experience a delay of 1 time unit. When p1 is not very
close to 1 the probability that all 100 last transmitted packets experience a delay of 1 time unit is
negligible, thus, the delay of the mvp is 100 time units almost surely. Recalling that packets
stored in the resequencing buﬀer are the packets that were transmitted after the mvp; and have
already arrived, we get that for the bi-modal case packets stored in the resequencing buﬀer are
the packets that were transmitted after the mvp that experienced a delay of 1 time unit. The
number of packets stored in the resequencing buﬀer, thus, increases as p1 increases, as Figure 1
indicates for p1 ¼ 0:1; 0:3; 0:5; 0:7; 0:9:
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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However, as p1 gets closer to 1; the probability that all 100 last transmitted packets
experienced a delay of 1 time unit increases, which results in an increase in the probability of
having no packets stored in the resequencing buﬀer. Moreover, as p1 gets closer to 1; if not all
100 last transmitted packets experienced a delay of 1 time unit, it becomes more and more likely
that only one of the 100 last transmitted packets experiences a delay of 100 time units. The
placing of this packet among the 100 last transmitted packets is equi-probable, and since all
packets transmitted after this packet experienced a delay of 1 time unit, they are the packets
stored in the resequencing buﬀer, and the occupancy, given only one of the 100 last transmitted
packets experiences a delay of 100 time units is uniform.
Now consider a download scenario where the round-trip time is approximately constant and
packets have a certain probability of drop and error. Packets may be retransmitted upon
reaching a time-out in the sending side. This scenario may be modeled by a delay distribution
where arrival of any sent packet is possible every D time units. If no special measures are taken
upon retransmit, each transmission has the same probability of being successful, and the delay
of packets will be geometrically distributed.
Note that the buﬀer occupancy for the geometrically distributed delay could not be calculated
directly from the analysis, since the analysis assumes a ﬁnite support. In order to calculate the
occupancy probabilities for a geometrically distributed delay, we approximated the delay
distribution by a distribution with a large ﬁnite support.
Figure 2 shows the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities for several D and geometrical
delay distributions (in all cases the probability of receiving a packet successfully is p ¼ 0:9). We
notice that the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities are periodically decreasing, with
period D: This can be explained by the fact that in order to have the occupancy exceed D; at least
one of the packets not received must fail in arriving twice, which occurs with probability
ð1  pÞ2 ¼ 0:01 for each packet. In order to have the occupancy exceed 2  D; at least one of the
packets not received must fail in arriving three times, which occurs with probability ð1  pÞ3 ¼
0:001 for each packet.
We also notice that the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities in the ﬁrst period increase
and then decrease close to the end of the period, while this phenomenon slowly disappears in the
next periods. We shall focus on the case D ¼ 100; although a similar explanation may be used
for any other D: If the resequencing buﬀer occupancy is in the range ½0; 100Þ; it is most likely that
the mvp is a packet that failed to arrive exactly once, therefore it is a packet transmitted between
199 and 100 time units ago. The average number of packets among these 100 potential packets
that fail to arrive is 10; therefore, it is most likely that the mvp is one of the ﬁrst transmitted
among these 100 potential packets. The packets stored in the resequencing buﬀer are the packets
that are among the packets transmitted after the mvp; and till 100 time units ago, that did not
fail to arrive. The average number of these packets is 0:9 of the packets transmitted in the
mentioned time interval, therefore, the occupancy is most likely to be slightly under 90:
On the other hand if we consider, for instance, the case where the resequencing buﬀer
occupancy is in the range ½200; 300Þ; the mvp is most likely a packet that failed to arrive exactly
three times, and since this event is rare, the average number of packets that failed in arriving
exactly three times, given that there exists at least one, is not much greater than 1; therefore the
placing of the mvp among the 100 potential packets is almost equi-probable, resulting in an
almost uniform conditional distribution for the resequencing buﬀer occupancy.
Figure 3 shows the resequencing buﬀer occupancy probabilities for several cases of delay
distributions (in all cases the average delay used is 50 time units).
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In the ﬁgure we notice that the resequencing buﬀer occupancy when packets’ delay is
geometrically distributed is very likely to be much greater than when packets experience bimodal or uniformly distributed delays. This occurs since the delay of every packet, when the
delay is geometrically distributed, is not limited therefore the delay of the mvp is very likely to be
large, and since all packets transmitted after the mvp may potentially be stored in the
resequencing buﬀer, the buﬀer-occupancy is likely to be large. When the delay of packets is
limited, as in bi-modal and uniform delay distributions, the delay of the mvp is limited, and so is
the resequencing buﬀer occupancy, since only packets transmitted after the mvp may be stored
in the resequencing buﬀer.
While investigating the resequencing buﬀer occupancy for diﬀerent delay distributions, we
checked if there may be any correlation between the variance of the delay and the average
resequencing buﬀer occupancy. When we checked the resequencing buﬀer occupancy for a
heavy-tailed delay distribution, where pðd ¼ iÞ / 1=i3 ; where there exists a ﬁnite average delay,
but the variance is inﬁnite, we found that the resequencing buﬀer has an inﬁnite average. This
correlation between the variance of the delay and the average resequencing buﬀer occupancy
can explain the diﬀerence in the resequencing buﬀer occupancy distributions for the bi-modal
and uniform delay models, since the variance of the bi-modal distribution is far greater than the
variance for the uniform distribution, therefore it is reasonable to expect the average
resequencing buﬀer occupancy to be greater.

3. RESEQUENCING BUFFER OCCUPANCY: TWO DATA SOURCES
3.1. The model
One of the main problems dealing with the situation of receiving data segments of the same ﬁle
from diﬀerent sources simultaneously is that in order to forward the data to the application in
sequence, the receiver at the destination must store packets received out of sequence in a
resequencing buﬀer until all their preceding packets are received. When data is received from
several sources, packets may be received out of sequence, even if packets received from any
single source are received in the same sequence they were sent.
Our goal is to determine the probability distribution of the number of packets received before
the resequencing buﬀer reaches a certain threshold.
The system considered consists of two sources, sending packets towards a destination. One
source sends the odd indexed packets (i.e. 1; 3; 5; . . .), the other source sends the even indexed
packets (i.e. 2; 4; 6; . . .). We assume that packets from each source are received in order and the
inter-arrival time of any two packets received from the same source is exponentially distributed
(note that orderly arrival of packets from each source implies that the actual delay cannot be
independent and identically distributed). The odd and the even indexed packets are sent with
rates l1 and l2 packets per second, respectively. Therefore, the mean inter-arrival time of odd
and even indexed packets is 1=l1 and 1=l2 seconds, respectively. Each packet received is
delivered to the application if all its preceding packets were received. Otherwise, it is stored in a
resequencing buﬀer.
Due to the random delay, the resequencing buﬀer occupancy is random. We wish to
determine the probability distribution of the number of received packets until the resequencing
buﬀer reaches occupancy K: Having this probability distribution enables the provision of the
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necessary buﬀer size for receiving ﬁles of a speciﬁed magnitude, keeping potential overﬂows
under a speciﬁed threshold.
3.2. The average number of packets received till the buﬀer reaches a threshold
Packets are stored in the resequencing buﬀer only if one or more of their preceding packets were
not received. In order to examine the buﬀer occupancy we shall use the deﬁnition of the minimal
valued packet at time t; mvpt ; which is the packet that was assigned the lowest index among the
packets that have not arrived at the destination’s receiver till time t: We notice that by deﬁnition
all the packets preceding mvpt were received by time t; and none of the packets sent by the
source of mvpt after mvpt were received till time t; since packets sent by each source are received
in the same order they were sent. Consequently, none of the packets sent by the sender of mvpt
are stored in the resequencing buﬀer. In other words, if mvpt is an odd indexed packet, no odd
indexed packet is stored in the resequencing buﬀer, and if mvpt is an even indexed packet, no
even indexed packet is stored in the resequencing buﬀer.
Lemma 3.1
The couple: Resequencing buﬀer occupancy at time t and the source of mvpt establish a
continuous time Markov-chain.
Proof
We denote the state of having x packets in the resequencing buﬀer and mvpt being odd indexed
by ðx; oddÞ; and the state of having x packets in the resequencing buﬀer and mvpt being even
indexed by ðx; evenÞ:
We shall show ﬁrst that the knowledge of the current state and the source of the next packet
to be received is all that is needed to determine the next state of the system. To conclude the
proof we will show that the source of the next packet to be received is independent of the
system’s past.
Without loss of generality, we assume that mvpt1 is odd indexed, and its index is i: Let the next
arrival time be t2 : There are four possible situations:
(a) If the resequencing buﬀer occupancy is 0 and the next packet received is odd indexed then
the packet received is indexed i; and the index of mvpt2 is i þ 1; thus the new state will be
ð0; evenÞ:
(b) If the resequencing buﬀer occupancy is k; k=0 and the next packet received is odd
indexed then the packet received is indexed i; and the index of mvpt2 is i þ 2; since the
packet indexed i þ 1 is surely available in the resequencing buﬀer, thus, the new state will
be ðk  1; oddÞ:
(c) If the resequencing buﬀer occupancy is 0 and the next packet received is even indexed then
the packet received is indexed i þ 1; and the index of mvpt2 is i; thus the new state will be
ð1; oddÞ:
(d) If the resequencing buﬀer occupancy is k; k=0 and the next packet received is even
indexed then the packet received is indexed i þ 2k þ 1; and the index of mvpt2 is i; thus the
new state will be ðk þ 1; oddÞ:
All the above will still hold if we substitute ‘odd’ and ‘even’.
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Remembering that transitions occur only upon arrivals, the probabilities of arrival of an odd
and an even indexed packet are l1 =ðl1 þ l2 Þ and l2 =ðl1 þ l2 Þ; respectively, independent of the
current state and the system’s past, since the inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed.
Consequently, The couple: resequencing buﬀer occupancy at time t and the source of mvpt
establish a continuous time Markov-chain.
&
Therefore, our system can be represented by the Markov-chain in Figure 4. The probability p
represents an arrival of an odd indexed packet (this occurs with probability l1 =ðl1 þ l2 Þ). The
probability q represents an arrival of an even indexed packet (this occurs with probability
l2 =ðl1 þ l2 Þ).
In order to calculate the average number of packets received till the buﬀer occupancy reaches
K we assume the initial state is ð0; oddÞ; since there are no packets stored in the resequencing
buﬀer, and the index of mvp0 is 1: Since every state change in the Markov-chain in Figure 4
represents a packet arrival and vice versa, the average number of packets received till the buﬀer
occupancy reaches K is the average number of state transitions in the Markov-chain of Figure 4,
beginning at state ð0; oddÞ until reaching either state ðK; oddÞ or state ðK; evenÞ:
To facilitate the presentation of the calculation we shall use the ﬁnite Markov-chain in
Figure 5. State ðiÞ; 04i4K in the Markov-chain in Figure 5 represents state ðK  i; oddÞ
in the Markov-chain in Figure 4; State ðiÞ; K þ 14i42K þ 1 in the Markov-chain in
Figure 5 represents state ði  ðK þ 1Þ; evenÞ in the Markov-chain in Figure 4. Therefore,
in order to calculate the average number of packets received till the resequencing
buﬀer occupancy reaches K packets we shall calculate the average number of state transitions
in the Markov-chain in Figure 5, beginning at state ðKÞ; until reaching either state ð0Þ or state
ð2K þ 1Þ:
We denote the average number of state transitions in the Markov-chain in Figure 5, beginning
with state ðiÞ; till reaching state ð0Þ or state ð2K þ 1Þ by ni : Consequently,
(
ni ¼

p

p

14i42K

0

i ¼ 0; 2K þ 1

p

K
odd
q

1 þ p  niþ1 þ q  ni1

p

K-1
odd

p
0
odd

q

q

q

p

p
0
even

q

p
K-1
even

q

ð13Þ

q

p
K
even
q

q

Figure 4. The Markov-chain representing the system.
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p

p

1
q

p
K

q

q
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p

K+1
q
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2K

q

q

2K+1
q

Figure 5. The ﬁnite, modiﬁed Markov-chain representing the system.
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The generating function of ni is given by
N ðzÞ ¼

2Kþ1
X

ni z i ¼

i¼0

2K
X

zi þ p

i¼1

2K
X

niþ1 zi þ q

i¼1

2K
X

ni1 zi

ð14Þ

i¼1

After some algebra (see Appendix C for details), (14) becomes
N ðzÞ ¼
¼

AðzÞ
qð1  zÞ2 ðz  p=qÞ
z½zð1  z2K Þ  ð1  zÞðqn2K z2Kþ1 þ pn1 Þ
qð1  zÞ2 ðz  p=qÞ

ð15Þ

In (15) the quantities n1 and n2K are still unknown. To determine them we exploit the fact that
N ðzÞ is an analytic function for all z: Through examination of the poles of N ðzÞ we conclude that
A0 ðzÞ j z¼1 ¼ 0

ð16Þ

AðzÞ j z¼ p ¼ 0

ð17Þ

A00 ðzÞ j z¼1 ¼ 0

ð18Þ

and, for p=q
q

for p ¼ q

If we calculate the ﬁrst derivative of AðzÞ for z ¼ 1; using (16) we get
n2K ¼

2K  pn1
q

ð19Þ

And, for p=q; substituting (19) into (17) we get
n1 ¼

pð1  p=qÞ=q  2Kðp=qÞ2Kþ1 ð1  p=qÞ
pð1  p=qÞð1  ðp=qÞ2Kþ1 Þ

ð20Þ

nK ; which is equal to the average number of packets received till the resequencing buﬀer
occupancy reaches K; can now be calculated recursively using (13). For K  1 and q > p (20)
becomes
n1 ’

1
qp

ð21Þ

and, by inserting (21) into (13), and calculating nK recursively we get
K
K  1; q > p
nK ’
qp

ð22Þ

Similarly, for K  1; q5p we get
nK ’

K þ1
pq

K  1; q5p

ð23Þ

If we calculate the second derivative of AðzÞ for z ¼ 1; using (18), for p ¼ q we get
n1 ¼ 2K
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and, by substituting (24) into (13), and calculating nK recursively we get
nK ¼ KðK þ 1Þ q ¼ p

ð25Þ

From the above we conclude that if the two sources send their packets at the same rate, the
average number of packets that will be received till a resequencing-buﬀer that can accommodate
K packets is full is KðK þ 1Þ: Consequently, the average number of packets that will be received
till a packet is lost (this occurs when a packet that should be stored in the resequencing buﬀer is
received and there are K packets already stored in the resequencing buﬀer) is ðK þ 1ÞðK þ 2Þ;
which corresponds to the average number of packets that will be received till a resequencing
buﬀer that can accommodate K þ 1 packets is full.

3.3. The probability distribution of the number of packets received before reaching buﬀer
occupancy K
We denote the probability of receiving n packets without reaching an occupancy of K packets in
the resequencing buﬀer by PK ðnÞ: Also, we denote the number of odd and even indexed packets
among the ﬁrst i packets received by the destination’s receiver by oi and ei ; respectively, where
i ¼ oi þ e i :
The probability of receiving n packets before reaching an occupancy of K packets in the
resequencing buﬀer, given that exactly e of the n packets received are even indexed is given by
PK ðn j en ¼ eÞ ¼ probðK5om  em 5K þ 1 for m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n j en ¼ eÞ

ð26Þ

The equality in (26) holds since the resequencing buﬀer occupancy will reach K packets during
the receipt of n packets if and only if there exists m; m4n; such that the number of the odd
indexed packets among the ﬁrst m packets received exceeds the number of the even indexed
packets by K þ 1 (this corresponds to moving from state ðKÞ to state ð2K þ 1Þ in the Markovchain of Figure 5), or if the number of even indexed packets among the ﬁrst m packets received
exceeds the number of the odd indexed packets by K (this corresponds to moving from state ðKÞ
to state ð0Þ in the Markov-chain of ﬁgure 5).
In order to calculate the probability in (26) we use a known solution for a ballot problem,
shown in Reference [5]:
In a ballot, candidate A scores a votes and candidate B scores b votes, and all possible voting
records are equally probable. Let c  d5b  a5c where 05c5d where a; b; c and d are
integers. If we denote by ar and br the number of votes registered for A and B; respectively,
among the ﬁrst r votes recorded, the equality below holds
probðc  d5br  ar 5c for r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; a þ b j aaþb ¼ a; baþb ¼ bÞ
1

X

a

k¼0;1;2;...

¼ aþb

"

aþb
a  kd

!


aþb
a þ c þ kd

!#
ð27Þ

Since our system is Markov, all packet receiving records are equally probable, and thus if we
substitute a; b; c and d in (27) by e; n  e; K þ 1 and 2K þ 1; respectively, (26) becomes
"
!
!#
X
n
n
1

ð28Þ
PK ðn j en ¼ eÞ ¼ n 
e  jð2K þ 1Þ
e þ K þ 1 þ jð2K þ 1Þ
e
j¼0;1;2;...
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Now, in order to calculate PK ðnÞ; we use the total probability theorem for unconditioning.
Therefore
X
PK ðnÞ ¼
PK ðn j en ¼ eÞ  probðen ¼ eÞ
ð29Þ
e2A

where A is found through substituting a; b; c and d in the condition c  d5b  a5c by
e; n  e; K þ 1 and 2K þ 1; respectively. Therefore, A is given by
A ¼ fe:  K5n  2e5K þ 1; e integerg
from the above we conclude that

nK 1
nþK
5e5
; e integer
A ¼ e:
2
2
The probability of receiving exactly e even indexed packets among the ﬁrst n packets received is
simply
!
n
probðen ¼ eÞ ¼
pne qe
ð30Þ
e
Consequently, substituting (30) and (28) into (29) we conclude that
nþK

2
X

PK ðnÞ ¼
e¼

"

X

pne qe 

nK1
2

j¼0;1;2;...

n
e  jð2K þ 1Þ

!


!#

n
e þ K þ 1 þ jð2K þ 1Þ

ð31Þ

which can be exploited, according to the following lemma, to determine the required buﬀer size
to keep overﬂows under a speciﬁed threshold, while receiving packets of a resource of a speciﬁc
magnitude.

Lemma 3.2
The probability of receiving all the packets of a ﬁle that consists of Nt packets, using a buﬀer
that can accommodate K packets and the transmission scheme described in Section 3.1, is equal
to PK ðNt  K  1Þ:
The proof of the Lemma appears in Appendix D.
3.4. Numerical results
Figures 6–8 illustrate the relationship between the resequencing buﬀer size, the number of
packets to be received and the overﬂow probability.
Figure 6 shows the probability of not reaching overﬂows while receiving up to 2000 packets
from two sources that transmit packets at the same rate (i.e. l1 ¼ l2 ) for resequencing buﬀer
sizes 20, 50 and 100. Recall from (25) that the expected value for the number of packets to
be received till overﬂowing a buﬀer that can accommodate K packets is ðK þ 1ÞðK þ 2Þ: For
K ¼ 20; 50 and 100 that is 462; 2652 and 10 302 packets on the average, respectively. As
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Figure 6. Probability of not reaching a buﬀer overﬂow vs number of packets, for several buﬀer sizes.
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Figure 7. Probability of not reaching a buﬀer overﬂow vs number of packets, for several
transmission rates; buﬀer size 100.

expected, we can see that provisioning a 20 packet buﬀer is likely to result in many packet drops
while provisioning a 100 packet buﬀer is very likely to be adequate.
Figure 7 shows the probability of not reaching overﬂows while receiving up to 2000 packets
from two sources that transmit packets with diﬀerent rates for a resequencing buﬀer size of 100.
As expected when the rates diﬀer signiﬁcantly, buﬀer overﬂows are expected after receipt of a
relatively small number of packets. Note that even when the rates diﬀer signiﬁcantly, the
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Figure 8. Probability of not reaching a buﬀer overﬂow while receiving
1000 packets vs resequencing buﬀer size.

probability of not reaching an overﬂow is similar to the case where the transmission rates are
equal till some point, where a threshold eﬀect occurs. This threshold occurs at diﬀerent ﬁle sizes,
depending on the diﬀerent rate ratios.
Figure 8 shows the probability of not reaching an overﬂow while receiving 1000 packets from
two sources that transmit packets at the same rate (i.e. l1 ¼ l2 ) for resequencing buﬀer sizes up
to 100. If we receive ﬁles that are not over 1000 packets long, the required buﬀer size for any
desired threshold can be obtained from this ﬁgure.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper the resequencing buﬀer occupancy was analysed for two diﬀerent downloading
models.
In the ﬁrst a single source is assumed and a new packet is transmitted every time unit, where
each packet is delayed randomly and the delay of packets is i.i.d. and correspond to an arbitrary
distribution function. A closed form expression for calculating the average buﬀer occupancy
and a set of recursive equations for calculating the resequencing buﬀer occupancy distribution
were introduced. This model and the derived solutions may help predict the severity of out-oforder when the round-trip time is constant and packet losses occur, as well as when the delay is
simply random and corresponds to an arbitrary delay function.
The second model considered is a two source scenario, where the inter-arrival time of packets
from each of the sources is exponentially distributed. This model assumes no control is sent to
the servers. In this scenario the buﬀer demands grow as the downloaded resource gets larger.
Closed form expressions for calculating the distribution and average of the number of packets to
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be received before a resequencing buﬀer of a speciﬁc magnitude reaches a threshold were
introduced.
For the single source scenario it may be interesting to deﬁne a model that does not assume the
delay of packets is i.i.d. and analyse the expected out-of-order. It may also be useful to have an
analysis with the constant packet rate assumption omitted.
It may be useful to have an analysis of the out-of-order when several servers are used for
downloading diﬀerent parts of a resource in parallel. In Reference [6] the delay of the packets
from each source was modelled and the resequencing buﬀer occupancy distribution when more
than one server is used to download diﬀerent parts of the same resource in parallel was analysed.
Algorithms that assign each packet to a source responsible for its transmission, to achieve better
performance were deﬁned and analysed as well.

APPENDIX A
The reliability function for the given bi-modal distribution is
(
pK 14i4K  1
Rd ðiÞ ¼
0
i¼K
where pK ¼ 1  p1 : Using (11), the average resequencing buﬀer occupancy is given by
EðmÞ ¼

K 1
X

pK p1Kk1 ðk  1Þp1 ¼ pK p1K

K 1
X

k2

ðk  1Þp1k

k¼2

If we denote p11 by w this becomes
EðmÞ ¼ pK p1K w2

K 2
X

kwk1 ¼ ð1  p1 Þp1K2

k¼1

¼

@ w  wK1
@w 1  w

p1 ðK  1Þð1  p1 Þ þ p1K  p1
p1  p1K
¼ p1 ðK  1Þ 
1  p1
1  p1

as in Section 2.4.

APPENDIX B
The reliability function for the given uniform distribution is
Rd ðiÞ ¼ 1 
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Using (11), the average resequencing buﬀer occupancy is given by
#
" Y
K 1 
K
k 1
X
k
j X
i
1
EðmÞ ¼
K
K i¼1 K
k¼2
j¼kþ1
K 1 
X

¼

1

k¼2

¼


k
K! kðk  1Þ
K k!K Kk 2K

K 1
X
K!
K k ðK  kÞ
Kþ2
2K
ðk  2Þ!
k¼2

as in Section 2.4

APPENDIX C
The generating function of ni is given in (14):
N ðzÞ ¼

2K
X

zi þ p

i¼1

zz
1z

2Kþ1

zz
1z
Consequently, N ðzÞ is given by
¼

N ðzÞ ¼

niþ1 zi þ q

i¼1
2Kþ1

¼

2K
X

þ pz1

2K
X

ni1 zi

i¼1
2Kþ1
X
i¼2

ni zi þ qz

2K1
X

ni z i

i¼1

þ pz1 ½N ðzÞ  n1 z þ qz½N ðzÞ  n2K z2K 

ðz  z2Kþ1 Þ=ð1  zÞ  pn1  qn2K z2Kþ1
1  pz1  qz

zð1  z2K Þ  ð1  zÞðpn1 þ qn2K z2Kþ1 Þ
ð1  zÞð1  pz1  qzÞ
z
 ½zð1  z2K Þ  ð1  zÞðpn1 þ qn2K z2Kþ1 Þ
q


¼
z p
ð1  zÞ z2  þ
q q
z
 ½zð1  z2K Þ  ð1  zÞðpn1 þ qn2K z2Kþ1 Þ
q


¼
p
ð1  zÞðz  1Þ z 
q
¼

¼

z½zð1  z2K Þ  ð1  zÞðqn2K z2Kþ1 þ pn1 Þ


p
2
qð1  zÞ z 
q

as in (15).
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APPENDIX D
Proof of Lemma 3.2
Denote the probability of receiving a packets of a ﬁle that consists of T packets, without
overﬂowing a buﬀer that can accommodate K packets by PK;T ðaÞ: Lemma 3.2 now takes the
form
PK; Nt ðNt Þ ¼ PK ðNt  K  1Þ

ðD1Þ

PK; Nt ðNt Þ ¼ PK; Nt ðNt j Nt  K  1ÞPK; Nt ðNt  K  1Þ

ðD2Þ

PK; Nt ðNt Þ can be written as

The proof consists of two parts:
Part I: PK; Nt ðNt j Nt  K  1Þ ¼ 1
Part II: PK; Nt ðNt  K  1Þ ¼ PK ðNt  K  1Þ
Denote the resequencing buﬀer occupancy upon the ith arrival by Bi : It is not diﬃcult
to verify that the following equality holds (proofs for similar equalities can be found in
Reference [6])
(
oi  e i  1 oi > e i
Bi ¼
ðD3Þ
e i  oi
oi 4ei
Proof of Part I
Assume an overﬂow occurs upon the lth arrival, l5Nt  K: In this case either ol  el  1 > K or
el  ol > K: Assume Nt is even. We clearly have ol 4Nt =2 and el 4Nt =2: Assume ol  el  1 > K
holds we have




Nt
Nt
Nt
Nt
5ol > K þ el þ 1 ¼ K þ ðl  ol Þ þ 15K þ l 
þ 15K þ Nt  K 
þ1¼ þ1
2
2
2
2
which contradicts our assumption. If we assume el  ol > K holds we have




Nt
Nt
Nt
Nt
5el > K þ ol ¼ K þ ðl  el Þ5K þ l 
5K þ Nt  K 
¼
2
2
2
2
which, again, contradicts our assumption. Now, assume Nt is odd, in this case we clearly have
ol 4ðNt þ 1Þ=2 and el 4ðNt  1Þ=2: Assume ol  el  1 > K holds we have


Nt þ 1
Nt þ 1
5 ol > K þ el þ 1 ¼ K þ ðl  ol Þ þ 15K þ l 
þ1
2
2


Nt þ 1
Nt þ 1
þ1¼
5 K þ Nt  K 
2
2
which contradicts our assumption. If we assume el  ol > K holds we have




Nt  1
Nt  1
Nt  1
Nt þ 1
5el > K þ ol ¼ K þ ðl  el Þ5K þ l 
5K þ Nt  K 
¼
2
2
2
2
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which, again, contradicts our assumption. Therefore, given that no overﬂows where reached till
Nt  K  1 packets are received, no overﬂows may be reached till all packets are received, since
an overﬂow may not occur for no l; l5Nt  K: This completes the proof of Part I.
&
Proof of Part II:
Denote the index of the ith arriving packet by ri : Let r% ¼ ðr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rNt K1 Þ be an arrival
sequence for the ﬁrst Nt  K  1 packet arrivals. Let Z be the set of all arrival sequences that do
not result in any buﬀer overﬂows and are feasible for the inﬁnite arrival case. Let Y be the set of
all arrival sequences that do not result in any buﬀer overﬂows and are feasible for the ﬁnite
arrival case. PK ðNt  K  1Þ is given by
X
PK ðNt  K  1Þ ¼
pðiÞ ð%rÞ
r% 2 Z

where p ð%rÞ is the probability that the arrival sequence r% will occur in the inﬁnite arrival case.
Similarly, PK;Nt ðNt  K  1Þ is
X
PK; Nt ðNt  K  1Þ ¼
pðf Þ ð%rÞ
ðiÞ

r% 2 Y

where p ðf Þ ð%r Þ is the probability that the arrival sequence r% will occur in the ﬁnite arrival case. We
will ﬁrst prove that r% 2 Y if and only if r% 2 Z: Then we will prove that pðf Þ ð%r Þ ¼ pðiÞ ð%r Þ; for all
r% 2 Z: Clearly, every arrival sequence that is feasible for the ﬁnite case is also feasible for the
inﬁnite case, since all packet indexes are possible. We now show that every arrival sequence that
is feasible for the inﬁnite case, and does not result in any buﬀer overﬂows is also feasible for the
ﬁnite case. Let or% and er% be the total number of odd and even indexed packets in r%; respectively.
If Nt is even, r% will be a feasible arrival sequence for the ﬁnite case for any feasible arrival
sequence in the inﬁnite case, as long as or%4Nt =2 and er%4Nt =2; since in the ﬁnite case only Nt =2
odd and only Nt =2 even indexed packets are sent. Assume r% is not feasible for the ﬁnite case (i.e.
either or%5Nt =2 þ 1 or er%5Nt =2 þ 1). Assume, ﬁrst, or%5Nt =2 þ 1: In this case the resequencing
buﬀer occupancy will be



Nt
Nt
þ1 1¼K þ2
or%  er%  15 þ 1  Nt  K  1 
2
2
in contradiction to the fact that the arrival sequence r% does not result in a buﬀer overﬂow.
If, on the other hand, we assume er%5Nt =2 þ 1; the resequencing buﬀer occupancy will be



Nt
Nt
þ1
¼K þ3
er%  or%5 þ 1  Nt  K  1 
2
2
again, contradicting the fact that the arrival sequence r% does not result in a buﬀer overﬂow.
Now, If Nt is odd, r% will be a feasible arrival sequence for the ﬁnite case for any feasible arrival
sequence in the inﬁnite case, as long as or%4ðNt þ 1Þ=2 and er%4ðNt  1Þ=2; since in the ﬁnite
case only ðNt þ 1Þ=2 odd and only ðNt  1Þ=2 even indexed packets are sent. Assume r% is not
feasible for the ﬁnite case (i.e. either or%5ðNt þ 1Þ=2 þ 1 or er%5ðNt  1Þ=2 þ 1). Assume, ﬁrst,
or%5ðNt þ 1Þ=2 þ 1: In this case the resequencing buﬀer occupancy will be



Nt þ 1
Nt þ 1
þ 1  Nt  K  1 
þ1 1¼K þ3
or%  er%  15
2
2
in contradiction to the fact that the arrival sequence r% does not result in a buﬀer overﬂow.
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If, on the other hand, we assume er%5ðNt  1Þ=2 þ 1; the resequencing buﬀer occupancy
will be



Nt  1
Nt  1
þ 1  Nt  K  1 
þ1
¼K þ2
er%  or%5
2
2
again, contradicting the fact that the arrival sequence r% does not result in a buﬀer overﬂow.
From the above we conclude that r% 2 Y if and only if r% 2 Z: Note that since an exponential interarrival time is assumed for odd and for even indexed packets, as long as such packets are still
expected to arrive, the probability of an odd arrival is l1 =ðl1 þ l2 Þ; until all the odd indexed
packets arrive. Similarly, the probability of an even arrival is l2 =ðl1 þ l2 Þ; until all the even
indexed packets arrive. Therefore the probability of an arrival sequence r% in the ﬁnite case may
diﬀer from the probability of the same arrival sequence in the inﬁnite case only if during the
arrival process an odd or even arrival becomes impossible (i.e. all such packets have already
arrived). Assume Nt is even. If during the arrival sequence r% an odd arrival becomes impossible
then, for this sequence, we will surely have oNt K2 ¼ Nt =2: Anyway, this is impossible since the
resequencing buﬀer occupancy, right after arrival Nt  K  2 would be oNt K2  eNt K2  1 ¼
Nt =2  ðNt =2  K  2Þ  1 ¼ K þ 1; contradicting the fact that r% is an arrival sequence that does
not result in a buﬀer overﬂow. Similarly, if during the arrival sequence r% an even arrival becomes
impossible, for this sequence we will surely have eNt K2 ¼ Nt =2: Anyway, this is impossible
since the resequencing buﬀer occupancy, right after arrival Nt  K  2 would be eNt K2 
oNt K2 ¼ Nt =2  ðNt =2  K  2Þ ¼ K þ 2; contradicting the fact that r% is an arrival sequence
that does not result in a buﬀer overﬂow. Now, assume Nt is odd. If during the arrival sequence r%
an odd arrival becomes impossible then, for this sequence, we will surely have oNt K2 ¼
ðNt þ 1Þ=2: Anyway, this is impossible since the resequencing buﬀer occupancy, right after
arrival Nt  K  2 would be oNt K2  eNt K2  1 ¼ ðNt þ 1Þ=2  ððNt  1Þ=2  K  2Þ  1 ¼
K þ 2; contradicting the fact that r% is an arrival sequence that does not result in a buﬀer
overﬂow. Similarly, if during the arrival sequence r% an even arrival becomes impossible, for this
sequence we will surely have eNt K2 ¼ ðNt  1Þ=2: Anyway, this is impossible since the
resequencing buﬀer occupancy, right after arrival Nt  K  2 would be eNt K2  oNt K2 ¼
ðNt  1Þ=2  ððNt þ 1Þ=2  K  2Þ ¼ K þ 1; contradicting the fact that r% is an arrival sequence
that does not result in a buﬀer overﬂow. From the above we conclude that the probability of any
arrival sequence r% 2 Z in the inﬁnite case is equal to its probability in the ﬁnite case. Combining
this with the fact that r% 2 Y if and only if r% 2 Z; the proof of Part II is completed.
&
From Parts I, II and (D2) the proof of Lemma 3.2 is completed instantly, since
PK; Nt ðNt Þ ¼ PK; Nt ðNt j Nt  K  1ÞPK; Nt ðNt  K  1Þ ¼ 1  PK ðNt  K  1Þ
¼ PK ðNt  K  1Þ

&
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